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For many technology developers, 

the options for deploying their applications on hardware 
systems can be perplexing. The considerations generally include 
delegating hardware responsibilities to channel partners, building 
systems in house, or contracting with an OEM solution provider 
to develop a hardware appliance platform. After 20 years in 
the hardware business and seeing it done various ways, MBX 
knows the confusion that commonly arises among non-hardware 
specialists, and we’ve addressed the five misconceptions that can 
cause the most conflicts.

“We only do the software; we leave 
hardware to our channel partners.”

This statement is easy to embrace. In an ideal world you’d sell 
mountains of software licenses and support contracts, and 
your channel partners and field integrators would know how to 
handle the hardware and installation. As long as you deliver your 
software with wide enough compatibility to cope with the vast 
array of hardware choices on the market, your channel’s hardware 
solutions should be more than enough to operate your software. 

What happens when the channel’s understanding of your 
hardware requirements is a mismatch for your software? On 
the technical side, for example, how do they ensure your library 

and framework 
dependencies 
are met, and 
further, software 
updates don’t 
cause unexpected 
consequences 
to hardware 
operations? It’s your 
reputation on the 
line if your product 
underperforms or 
fails in the field.  

Five Common Misconceptions
About Your Hardware Deployment

          MBX’s ability to help us optimize
          our hardware as well as handle 
tasks like image loading and burn-in 
testing saves a lot of manpower on our 
end, shortens our turnaround times, 
and puts the best and most reliable 
appliances at customer sites.”

          The engineering expertise
          MBX provides has kept our 
platforms current with cutting-edge 
technology. MBX’s proactive lifecycle 
management increases platform 
performance as new components 
are introduced, while heading off 
potential EOL issues down the road. 
Our customers receive not only a great 
FireMon application but also a finely-
tuned appliance that runs it.”

          MBX is a first-class OEM
          manufacturer and hardware 
partner. They contributed to the 
development of a new offering from an 
early stage, adding their engineering 
expertise, branding experience, and 
custom manufacturing processes to 
meet our needs. MBX is hands-on 
with their appliance programs and has 
become an integral extension of our 
product team.”
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Addressing this concern early on may help mitigate the risk. The answer could be as simple as proper 
planning, as involved as a full-on virtual appliance, or something in between. If your product can live 
in a VM, provided it gets the resources it requires, then the answer is simple. However, to assure your 
software is delivered consistently every time, you need to maintain end-to-end control and not leave it 
to trial and error in the channel.

“We build with Tier One hardware so we don’t have 
to think about lifecycle.”

The fact is, hardware evolves and has a finite life cycle. Tier One manufacturers are constantly 
introducing faster, smaller and more robust products. It’s exciting to see new technology unveiled to 
the market, but hardware changes can introduce new challenges with platform issues such as driver 
compatibility, performance, and firmware characteristics.  

While you may be able to delay the inevitable and stockpile inventory, eventually supply will dry up. Even 
with Tier One hardware it’s not as simple as purchasing replacement SKUs. It requires a combination of 
insight into how these hardware changes will affect your software and understanding how the software 
will need to be updated. In this case, an engineering-driven hardware partner capable of adapting the 
software to the new platform can avoid hardware incompatibility issues and faulty products delivered to 
end users.  

Should your team carry the burden of lifecycle management when your specialty lies in software 
development? Do you have the time and expertise to develop drivers and firmware? A better solution is 
to work with a hardware partner that has an engineering team behind its manufacturing, insight into 
impending changes, and the processes in place to manage the hardware’s lifecycle and assure a smooth 
transition. With an OEM hardware manufacturer, platform engineers work closely with vendors and Tier 
One partners to establish lifecycle management practices that mitigate the impediments of delivering 
reliable products.

“Our software runs on commodity hardware, we don’t 
need anything special.”

In many cases software can run on off-the-
shelf hardware. But imagine for a moment if a 
product like the Apple iPhone took the same 
approach. When you purchase an iPhone, you 
are assured that the product you buy performs 
to the same standards as the next iPhone of 
the same generation, with the same SoC and 
screen. 
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The iPhone scenario holds true when your software is delivered on a standard hardware platform: the 
reliability is consistent and end users are assured an optimal user experience right out of the box. First 
impressions go a long way, and consistency is the best way to put your best foot forward.

“We don’t need custom features like branding because 
our server is just going to sit on a rack anyway.”

Don’t discount branding’s impact on making your 
solution stand out in the market. Using the iPhone 
analogy, imagine the confusion of purchasing an iPhone 
that shows the manufacturer Foxconn’s branding. 
Branding is more than just planting a logo on the front 
bezel. It’s a great way to extend your product and 
company identity and provide a superior out of the box 
experience for the end user. 

Branding can include customizing the entire server, 
from chassis to faceplate to ports. Picture your solution 
on a custom-designed server with sleek powder coating 
and a hardline aesthetic that reflects your software. It 
not only enhances the user experience, but also reflects 
the image of your product and its appearance in a row 
of under-branded servers. Customization can also 
extend to the physical security of the server with 
blocked ports, chassis intrusion prevention, and locking 
mechanisms.

“We can’t have our manufacturer ship directly to our 
customer because our software is too complicated 
or changes too often.”

This statement is common towards the beginning of a relationship between software and hardware 
companies. A lot goes into the birthing of a new product line and the constant iteration of modern 
software development methods. A hardware partner’s responsibility is to help you through the turbulent 
development cycle and clear the way for simple, consistent turnkey deployment. Just because there may 
be a lot left to do on the feature docket does not preclude you from creating release images, and a 
hardware partner should competently be able to show you how.  



In some extreme cases, things are so in flux that they do require that manual touch, and it’s important 
that your hardware partner has you covered there as well. With custom automation programming, 
explicit build documentation, and validated electronic quality logging, even the most ‘hands-on’ setup is 
made into a clearly defined and auditable process. Special licenses generated by some script, program, 
or portal should be no problem. Specialized network settings should be easily handled. Per-site custom 
configurations should be routine. Your deployment pain can be turned into a professional deployment 
strategy with the help of your hardware partner.

Could your current hardware program benefit from some 
enhancements? Start a conversation with MBX.

To take control of your software deployment and experience the benefits of working with the resources 
of a full-service OEM hardware solution provider, get in touch with MBX. Understanding the advantages 
of deploying hardware designed specifically for your software is the first step towards promoting your 
product and company reputation in the best light.
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History of MBX 
MBX is a global manufacturer of customized hardware and storage solutions for application 
developers and service providers that deploy their applications on single-purpose systems. We handle 
some of the toughest deployments in the video industry, and we’ve provided optimized hardware 
solutions and high-touch services since 1995. 

MBX turnkey program services include hardware branding, custom parts, software imaging, 
global inventory and logistics, 3-year standard warranties, onsite support, and more. This breadth 
and flexibility of program services, coupled with our industry-leading customer portal, are what 
differentiates MBX from other large-scale manufacturers. 

Our flexibility is not at the expense of scalability. We designed our manufacturing floor from the ground 
up for rapid system manufacturing. We also developed our own automated production technology to 
support quality-driven customization. Winning numerous awards, including the 2015 Manufacturing 
Leadership Operational Excellence Award and Quality magazine’s 2012 Plant of the Year, MBX leads 
the industry in quality and maintains 99.4% defect-free workmanship.

http://info.mbx.com/Contact-Us.html

